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Abstract. The paper discusses the mechanism and properties of the soot generation
process for cases of volumetric and volumetric/film-based methods of air fuel mixture
formation. Results of testing the impact of operating factors on soot emissions are shown.
For selected ship engines, empirical relations between soot emissions and affecting factors
are determined.
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1. FOREWORD
Complete combustion of fuel injected to a cylinder is hindered by time limits of the
processes occurring inside cylinder, as well as their inefficiency, uneven
distribution of oxygen and fuel within the cylinder, and others. With a local
shortage of oxygen and high temperatures of the medium in the cylinder, the
injected fuel is pyrolised and incomplete oxidation products are generated: carbon
monoxide, aldehydes, carboxylic acids, soot, various heavy hydrocarbons,
generally aromatic ones of the naphthalene type with large numbers of condensed
rings and multiple bonds [Broze 1969; Dyachenko et al. 1974].

2. SOOT GENERATION MECHANISM
The soot generation process is divided [Broze 1969] into three stages: nucleus
formation, nucleus growth into soot particles, and coagulation of soot particles.
Soot generation rate is determined by the rate of the chemical processes occurring
during fuel pyrolysis. A diagram of soot generation mechanisms (paths) according
to Prof. D.D. Broze [Broze 1969] is shown in Figure 1.
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During the induction period, at temperatures within the cylinder in the order of
1000–1500 K, polycondensation and polymerisation reactions generally occur.
Under such conditions, the nuclei can be cycloparaffins and hydrocarbons with
multiple bonds in their molecules. The reactions occur with a breaking of rings and
multiple bonds. At local temperatures of 2000 K and above [Broze 1969;
Dyachenko et al. 1974], suitable for the combustion process in the engine cylinder,
dehydrogenation reactions occur first.
The higher the molar mass [Kavtaradze 2008; Odintsow and Glazkov 2014]
of straight-chained saturated and unsaturated hydrocarbons, the higher the rate of
soot particle generation. These deposits are soluble in carbon disulfide, which
indicates the presence of aromatic rings and carbonyl groups.

Fig. 1. Diagram of soot generation paths according to Prof. D.D. Broze [Broze 1969]

The value of the local excess air ratio α at which soot begins to be released
from the flame depends on several factors: air temperature and pressure in the
cylinder, thermal physical properties of the fuel, as well as the quality of its
atomisation, and falls within the range 0.33–0.7. With increasing temperature, soot
formation initiation changes in the direction of reducing the excess air ratio, and
with increasing pressure – in the direction of increasing the factor. This is shown in
Figure 2.
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Fig. 2. Relation between soot concentration and local excess air ratio and temperature
inside the cylinder according to [Kavtaradze 2008]

Concurrently with soot generation, soot combustion in reactions with oxygen
and hydroxide groups occurs. Soot combustion rate depends in its particle diameter
[Broze 1969]: soot in a flame has sufficient time to combust fully if its particle
diameter is no greater than several μm (micrometres). Soot combustion occurs at
the end of the combustion process, at the afterburning section. Therefore, the heat
generated during soot combustion is used ineffectively in the cylinder. Its effective
use is only possible outside the cylinder: in a turbine or a waste heat boiler.
The soot generation process in combustion engines also depends on the
method of air fuel mixture formation. In engines with mainly volumetric air fuel
mixture formation, fuel is fed to the cylinder as a stream containing 10 7 droplets
with diameters of 1 to 300 μm and greater. According to numerous studies
[Bratkov 1985], flame spreads on the external surface of the fuel stream and within
approx. 0.5 ms covers the entire surface. The fuel stream surface is therefore
a boundary of heat and mass exchange between fuel fed to the cylinder and the air
medium.
In engines with film-based and film/volumetric air fuel mixture formation,
part of the circulated fuel does (from 50 to 95%, depending on the combustion
chamber design) is fed to the bottom of the piston and evaporates from there.
In exchange, the combustion chambers in such engines are filled in the cylinders.
A piston design with a CNIDI combustion chamber, used in the 6CZN18/22
“Khabarovets” engine is shown in Figure 3 [Dyachenko et al. 1974].
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Fig. 3. Combustion chamber of the 6CZN18/22 “Khabarovets” engine

At the bottom of the piston, the fuel gathers in the form of large droplets, as
small droplets, which do not reach the piston surface, are caught by the rotating air
charge. Under such conditions, the fuel evaporation process depends on the rate of
heat exchange between the fuel film and the piston surface. For particularly cool
piston bottom surfaces, when their temperature does not exceed 90% fuel boiling
point [Kamfer 1974], fuel flows freely along the surface. The heat exchange
process in this case is very similar to heat removal during bubble boiling. At higher
temperatures, a layer of vapour forms between fuel and the cylinder walls, which
greatly inhibits heat exchange and slows down evaporation. This fact, combined
with low air speeds in the boundary layer, leads to a local shortage of oxygen, and
to fuel pyrolysis with deposition of soot and lacquer films at the piston bottom. The
lacquer and soot layers have a thermal conductivity two orders of magnitude lower
than the thermal conductivity of the piston material [Kavtaradze 2008]. This causes
a local overheating and degradation of metal microstructure, up to a formation of
cracks and piston burnout.

3. SOOT EMISSION PROCESS TESTING
As an indicator of the quality of fuel evaporation from the combustion chamber
wall surface, relative fuel film area can be used [Odintsow 2010]:
Kp = Fb/g

(1)

where:
Fb – is the fuel film surface area,
g – is the part of the cycle fuel dose trapped during injection on the combustion
chamber walls.
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With increasing cycle dose, naturally, fuel stream length increases. For this
reason, in some engines with predominantly volumetric air fuel mixture formation,
a portion of the cycle fuel dose reaches the combustion chamber surface when the
engine operates close to full power. The film-based mixture formation mechanism
adds to the volumetric one. However, unlike engines with predominantly filmbased air fuel mixture formation, fuel evaporation occurs in less favourable
conditions, from a relatively cool surface. These circumstances cause increased
soot emissions [Odintsow and Glazkov 2014; 2016]. The relations between
measured soot emissions and indicated power on load curves (at constant RPM) for
selected engines are shown in Figures 4–6.
C,

g
kWh

Fig. 4. Measured soot emission to indicated power relation for the 6CZN 18/22
“Khabarovets” engine (n = 750 RPM)

C,

g
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Fig. 5. Measured soot to indicated power relation for the MAN D 2866 LXE engine
(cylinder diameter D = 128 mm, piston stroke 155 mm, n = 1500 RPM)
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Fig. 6. Measured soot to indicated power relations
for the 3D6 engine (6CZ 15/18, n = 1900 RPM) [Medvedev 2016]

To determine the impact of engine design and technical condition on the
process of generation, combustion and emission of soot, the results presented in
Figures 4, 5 and 6 were processed in accordance with the method proposed by Prof.
W.I. Odintsow [Odintsow 2010]. This method is based on comparing the tested or
designed engine with an ideal one, for which intra-cylinder process parameters and
design properties are known. This method can also be used to study different
operating modes of an engine, and to model switching the engine to a different fuel
grade.
Professor W.I. Odintsow [Odintsow 2010] proposed to use dimensionless
criteria to characterise the intra-cylinder processes:
(2)

(3)

(4)
where:
μc – injector flow rate,
Jc and dc – number and diameter of injector holes,
Pf – mean fuel injection pressure,
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Pc and Tc – pressure and temperature of air medium in the cylinder during injection,
gc – cycle fuel dose,
ρ, σ and μ – density, surface tension factor and dynamic viscosity of fuel,
γ – fuel stream angle (Fig. 7),
τind – induction period duration,
τwtr – injection duration,
τz – combustion duration.

Parameters with the “p” index apply to the test or designed engine, while
parameters with the “e” index – to the ideal engine.

Fig. 7. Fuel stream geometry; x – stream length, γ – stream angle

Geometric characteristics of the fuel stream (Fig. 7) can be calculated, for
example, using the professor A.S. Lyshevski [Lyshevski 1971] method, in the
following sequence:
1. Mean velocity of fuel flow from the injector opening:

=

(5)

where:
g = 9.81 [m/s2],
ρp – fuel density [kg/m3],
Pp – mean fuel pressure during injection [bar],
pc – mean pressure of the medium in the cylinder during injection [bar];

2. We (Weber number) and M dimensionless criteria, which characterise the
motion of the stream, as well as fuel properties and the density ratio of air in the
cylinder to fuel:

,
,
ρ = ρpow/ρp.
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where:
U1
dc
σ
μp
ρpow

– mean fuel flow ratio [m/s],
– mean injector opening diameter [m],
– fuel surface tension factor [N/m],
– fuel dynamic viscosity [N*s],
– air density in the engine cylinder during injection [kg/m3];

3. Mean volumetric fuel expenditure during injection:
Q = 0.785dc2U1

(9)

τwtr = gc/(ρpQ),

(10)

4. Injection duration
where gc – cycle fuel dose, kg.

5. Fuel stream length:
(11)
6. Fuel cone angle:
γ = 19,77Сαμс0,64(рp-рс)0,32(рс/ро)0,5.(dc0,39/ρp0,43).(σ0,07/μp0,14)(То/Тс)0,5,

(12)

where:
Cα = 0.91 – proportionality factor,
μc – injector opening expenditure ratio, pressure expressed [kPa],
po = 100 kPa – atmospheric pressure,
T0 – external air temperature.

The angle is expressed in degrees.
The relations between measured soot emissions and dimensionless intracylinder process criteria are shown in Figures 8–10.
C,

g
kWh

Fig. 8. Measured soot emission relation to the product of BCD criteria for the 3D6 engine
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Fig. 9. Measured soot emission relation to the product of BCD criteria
for the MAN D 2866 LXE engine
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Fig. 10. Measured soot emission relation to the product of BCD criteria
for the 6CZN18/22 “Khabarovets” engine

Figures 8–10 show extremes: maximum for the 6CZN18/22 engine, minima
for the others. Fuel stream length calculations (equations (5)–(12)), conducted in
accordance with the method of Prof. A.S. Lyshevski [Lyshevski 1971] indicated
that at extremes, fuel streams reach the piston bottom, and the air fuel mixture is
formed using the volumetric/film-based mechanism.
For volumetric formation of air fuel mixture, we have prepared an equation for
calculating soot emissions in exhaust gases [Odintsow, Glazkov and Sviridiuk
2017]:
(13)
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where:
– duration criteria for intra-cylinder processes,
n – crankshaft rate,
z – engine stroke index (z = 1 for two-stroke and z = 0.5 for four-stroke),
α – excess air ratio,
Q – fuel calorific value,
C – geometric criterion of the fuel stream (equation (3).

At the volumetric/film-based air fuel mixture formation section, the soot
emission measurement results were processed against criteria B and C [Odintsow
2010] (equations (2) and (3)). The processing results are shown in Figures 11–13.
As can be seen in Figures 11–13, specific soot emission value changes at the
volumetric/film-based section are described by a power function close to
a quadratic parabola.
C,

g
kWh

Fig. 11. Measured soot emission relation to the product of BC criteria
for the 6CZN18/22 “Khabarovets” engine at the volumetric/film-based air fuel mixture
formation section
C,

g
kWh

Fig. 12. Measured soot emission relation to the product of BC criteria
for the MAN D 2866 LXE engine at the volumetric/film-based air fuel mixture
formation section
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Fig. 13. Measured soot emission relation to the product of BC criteria for the 3D6 engine
at the volumetric/film-based air fuel mixture formation section

Specifically for the 6 CZN 18/22 engine, the soot emission relation to criteria
B and C looks as follows:
с = 0.0829(ВС)-1.937

(14)

for the MAN D 2866 LXE engine
с = 0.0877(ВС)2.206

(15)

с = 0.087(ВС)2.078

(16)

for the 3D6 engine

4. RESULTS
1. The nature of the soot emission process depends on the combustion chamber
design.
2. In engines with in-piston combustion chambers, for example 6CZN 18/22, soot
emission volume will be reduced when air fuel mixture is formed through the
volumetric/film-based mechanism.
3. In engines with indivisible combustion chambers, e.g. MAN D 2866 and 3D6,
soot emission volume increases with volumetric/film-based air fuel mixture
formation.
4. Empirical equations defining the relations of soot emission volumes to factors
in effect during volumetric/film-based air fuel mixture formation have been
determined for the test engines.
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